Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID) technique are two effective energy saving schemes for parallel disk systems. The goal of PDC and MAID is to skew I/O load towards a few disks so that other disks can be transitioned to low power states to conserve energy. I/O load skewing techniques like PDC and MAID inherently affect reliability of parallel disks because disks storing popular data tend to have high failure rates than disks storing cold data. To achieve good tradeoffs between energy efficiency and disk reliability, we first present a reliability model to quantitatively study the reliability of energy-efficient parallel disk systems equipped with the PDC and MAID schemes. Then, we propose a novel strategydisk swapping-to improve disk reliability by alternating disks storing hot data with disks holding cold data. We demonstrate that our diskswapping strategies not only can increase the lifetime of cache disks in MAID-based parallel disk systems, but also can improve reliability of PDC-based parallel disk systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parallel disk systems, providing high-performance data-processing capacity, are of great value to large-scale parallel computers [1] . A parallel disk system comprised of an array of independent disks can be built from low-cost commodity hardware components. In the past few decades, parallel disk systems have increasingly become popular for data-intensive applications running on massively parallel computing platforms [2] .
Existing energy conservation techniques can yield significant energy savings in disks. While several energy conservation schemes like cache-based energy saving approaches normally have marginal impact on disk reliability, many energy-saving schemes (e.g., dynamic power management and workload skew techniques) inevitably have noticeable adverse impacts on storage systems [3] [4] . For example, dynamic power management (DPM) techniques save energy by using frequent disk spin-downs and spin-ups, which in turn can shorten disk lifetime [5] [6] [7] , redundancy techniques [8] [9] [10] [11] , workload skew [12] [13] [14] , and multi-speed settings [15] [16] . Unlike DPM, workload-skew techniques such as MAID [17] and PDC [18] move popular data sets to a subset of disks arrays acting as workhorses, which are kept busy in a way that other disks can be turned into the standby mode to save energy. Compared with disks storing cold data, disks archiving hot data inherently have higher risk of breaking down.
Unfortunately, it is often difficult for storage researchers to improve reliability of energy-efficient disk systems. One of the main reasons lies in the challenge that every disk energy-saving research faces today, how to evaluate reliability impacts of power management strategies on disk systems. Although reliability of disk systems can be estimated by simulating the behaviors of energy-saving algorithms, there is lack of fast and accurate methodology to evaluate reliability of modern storage systems with high-energy efficiency. To address this problem, we developed a mathematical reliability model called MINT to estimate the reliability of a parallel disk system that employs a variety of reliability-affecting energy conservation techniques [19] .
In this paper, we first study the reliability of a parallel disk system equipped with two well-known energy-saving schemes-the PDC [18] and the MAID [17] technique. Preliminary results show that the reliability of PDC is slightly higher than that of MAID under light workload. We also observed that MAID is noticeably more reliable than PDC with relatively high data-access rates.
Since PDC does not support any data replication, the failure of a disk can cause the failure of the entire parallel disk system. Furthermore, I/O load skewing techniques like PDC and MAID inherently affect reliability of parallel disks because of two reasons: First, disks storing popular data tend to have high I/O utilization than disks storing cold data. Second, disks with higher utilization are likely to have higher risk of breaking down. To address the adverse impact of load skewing techniques on disk reliability, a disk swapping strategy was proposed to improve disk reliability in PDC by alternating disks storing hot data with disks holding cold data. Additionally, the disk swapping scheme was applied to MAID by switching the roles of data disks and cache disks. We evaluate impacts of the disk swapping scheme on the reliability of MAIDbased parallel disk systems.
In this paper, our contributions are as follows:
1) We studied two reliability model for Popular Data Concentration scheme (PDC) and Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID) based on Mathematical Reliability Models for Energy-efficient Parallel Disk System (MINT) [19] ; 2) We built a disk swapping mechanism to improve reliability of various load skewing techniques. 3) We studied the impacts of the disk swapping schemes on the reliability of PDC and MAID.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the framework of the MINT model. In Section III, the disk swapping mechanism equipped with MAID is presented. Section IV studies the reliability impacts of disk swapping on PDC. Section V presents experimental results and performance evaluation. In Section VI, the related work is discussed. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper with discussions.
II. MINT: A RELIABILITY MODELING FRAMEWORK

A. Overview
MINT is a framework developed to model reliability of parallel disk systems employing energy conservation techniques [19] . In the MINT framework, we studied the reliability impacts of two wellknown energy-saving techniques -the Popular Disk Concentration technique (PDC) and the Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID). One critical module in MINT is to model how PDC and MAID affect the utilization and power-state transition frequency of each disk in a parallel disk system. Another important module developed in MINT is to calculate the annual failure rate of each disk as a function of the disk's utilization, power-state transition frequency as well as operating temperature. Given the annual failure rate of each disk in the parallel disk system, MINT is able to derive the reliability of an energy-efficient parallel disk system. As such, we used MINT to study the reliability of a parallel disk system equipped with the PDC and MAID techniques. Fig. 1 outlines the MINT reliability modeling framework. MINT is composed of a single disk reliability model, a system-level reliability model, and three reliability-affecting factors-temperature, power state transition frequency (hereinafter referred to as transition frequency or frequency) and utilization. Many energy-saving schemes (e.g., PDC [18] and MAID [17] ) inherently affect reliability-related factors like disk utilization and transition frequency. Given an energy optimization mechanism, MINT first transfers data access patterns into the two reliability-affecting factors-frequency and utilization. The single disk reliability model can derive individual disk's annual failure rate from utilization, power-state transition frequency, age, and temperature because these parameters are key reliability-affecting factors. Each disk's reliability is used as input to the system-level reliability model that estimates the annual failure rate of parallel disk systems. For simplicity without losing generality, we considered in MINT four reliability-related factors, namely: disk utilization, age, temperature, and power-state transitions. This assumption does not necessarily indicate by any means that there are only four parameters affecting disk reliability. Other factors having impacts on reliability include: handling, humidity, voltage variation, vintage, duty cycle, and altitude [20] . That means if a new factor has to be taken into account, one can extend the single reliability model (see Section II-E) by integrating the new factor with other reliability-affecting factors in MINT. Since the infant mortality phenomenon is out the scope of this study, we pay attention to disks that are more than one year old.
B. Disk Utilization
Disk utilization, a reliability-related factor, can be characterized as the fraction of active time of a disk drive out of its total poweredon-time [21] . In our single disk reliability model, the impacts of disk utilization on reliability is good way of providing a baseline characterization of disk annual failure rate (AFR). Pinheiro et al. studied the impact of utilization on AFR across different disk age groups [21] . They categorized disk utilization in three levels-low, medium, and high. Since the single disk reliability model needs a baseline AFR derived from a numerical value of utilization, we applied the polynomial curve-fitting technique to model the baseline value of a single disk's AFR as a function of utilization. Thus, the baseline value (i.e., BaseV alue in Eq. 1) of AFR for a disk can be calculated from the disk's utilization.
C. Temperature
Temperature is often considered as the most important environmental factor affecting disk reliability. For example, results from Google show that at very high temperatures, higher failure rates are associated with higher temperatures. In the low and middle temperature ranges, failure rate decreases when temperature increases [21] .
In the MINT model, the temperature factor is a multiplier to base failure rates, which reflect reliability at base environmental conditions (see, for example, [20] ). The temperature factor (i.e., T emperatureF actor in Eq. 1) is set to 1 when temperature is 25
• C because room temperatures of many data centers are kept to 25
• C • C, the temperature factor becomes a constant (i.e., 1.8 = 45/25) because the cooling systems won't let the room temperature higher than that.
D. Power-State Transition Frequency
To conserve energy, power management policies turn idle disks from the active state into standby. The disk power-state transition frequency (or frequency for short) is often measured as the number of power-state transitions (i.e., from active to standby or vice versa) per month. The reliability of an individual disk is affected by power-state transitions and, therefore, the increase in failure rate as a function of power-state transition frequency has to be added to a baseline failure rate (see Eq. 1 in the next subsection).
E. Single-Disk Reliability Model
Single-disk reliability can not be accurately described by one valued parameter because the disk drive reliability is affected by multiple factors (see Sections II-B,II-C, and II-D). We first compute a baseline failure rate as a function of disk utilization. Secondly, the temperature factor is used as a multiplier to the baseline failure rate. Finally, we add frequency to the baseline value of the annual failure rate. Hence, the failure rate R of an individual disk can be expressed as:
where BaseV alue is the baseline failure rate derived from disk utilization (see Section II-B), T emperatureF actor is the temperature multiplier (see Section II-C), F requencyAdder is the powerstate transition frequency adder to the baseline failure rate (see Section II-D), and α and β are two coefficients to reliability R. If reliability R is more sensitive to frequency than to utilization and temperature, then β must be greater than α. Otherwise, β is smaller than α. In either cases, α and β can be set in accordance with R's sensitivities to utilization, temperature, and frequency. In our experiments, we assume that all the three reliability-related factors are equally important (i.e., α=β=1). Ideally, extensive field tests allow us to analyze and test the two coefficients. Although α and β are not fully evaluated by field testing, reliability results are valid because of two reasons: first, we have used the same values of α and β to evaluate impacts of the two energy-saving schemes on disk reliability (see Section III); second, the failure-rate trend of a disk when α and β are set to 1 are very similar to those of the same disk when the values of α and β do not equal to 1.
With Eq. 1 in place, we can analyze a disk's reliability in turns of annual failure rate or AFR. Fig. 2 shows AFR of a three-year-old disk when its utilization is in the range between 20% and 80%. We observe from Fig. 2 that increasing temperature from 35
• C to 40
• C gives rise to a significant increase in AFR. Unlike temperature, power-state transition frequency in the range of a few hundreds per month has marginal impact on AFR. It is expected that when transition frequency is extremely high, AFR becomes more sensitive to frequency than to temperature.
III. DISK SWAPPING IN MAID
A. MAID -Massive Arrays of Idle Disks
The MAID (Massive Arrays of Idle Disks) technique -developed by Colarelli and Grunwald -aims to reduce energy consumption of large disk arrays while maintaining acceptable I/O performance [17] . MAID relies on data temporal locality to place replicas of active files on a subset of cache disks, thereby allowing other disks to spin down. Fig. 3 shows that MAID maintains two types of disks -cache disks and data disks. Frequently accessed files are copied from data disks into cache disks, where the LRU policy is implemented to manage data replacement in cache disks. Replaced data is discarded by a cache disk if the data is clean; dirty data has to be written back to the corresponding data disk. To prevent cache disk from being overloaded, MAID can avoid copying data to cache disks that have reached their maximum bandwidth. Three parameters will be used in systems: (1) power management policy, by using which drives that have not seen any requests for a specified period are spun down to sleep, or an adaptive spin-down to active; (2) data layout, which is either linear, with successive blocks being placed on the same drive, or striped across multiple drives; (3) cache, which indicates the number of drives of the array which will be used for cache [17] . 
B. Improving Reliability of Cache Disks in MAID via Disk Swapping
Cache disks in MAID are more likely to fail than data disks due to the two reasons. First, cache disks are always kept active to maintain short I/O response times. Second, the utilization of cache disks is expected to be much higher than that of data disks. From the aspect of data loss, the reliability of MAID relies on the failure rate of data disks rather than that of cache disks. However, cache disks tend to be a single point of failure in MAID, which if the cache disks fail, will stop MAID from conserving energy. In addition, frequently replacing failed cache disks can increase hardware and management costs in MAID. To address this single point of failure issue and make MAID cost-effective, we designed a disk swapping strategy for enhancing the reliability of cache disks in MAID. Fig. 4 shows the basic idea of the disk swapping mechanism, according to which disks rotate to perform the cache-disk functionality. In other words, the roles of cache disks and data disks will be periodically switched in a way that all the disks in MAID have equal chance to perform the role of caching popular data. For example, the two cache disks on the left-hand side in Fig. 4 are swapped with the two data disks on the right-hand side after a certain period of time (see Section V-C for circumstances under which disks should be swapped). For simplicity without losing generality, we assume that all the data disks in MAID initially are identical in terms of reliability. This assumption is reasonable because when a MAID system is built, all the new disks with the same model come from the same vendor. Initially, the two cache disks in Fig. 4 can be swapped with any data disk. After the initial phase of disk swapping, the cache disks are switched their role of storing replica data with the data disks with the lowest annual failure rate. In doing so, we ensure that cache disks are the most reliable ones among all the disks in MAID after each disk swapping process. It is worth noting that the goal of disk swapping is not to increase mean time to data loss, but is to boost mean time to cache-disk failure by balancing failure rates across all disks in MAID.
Disk swapping is advantageous to MAID, and the reason is twofold. First, disk swapping further improves the energy efficiency of MAID because any failed cache disk can prevent MAID from effectively saving energy. Second, disk swapping reduces maintenance cost of MAID by making cache disks less likely to fail.
IV. DISK SWAPPING IN PDC
A. PDC -Popular Data Concentration
The popular data concentration technique or PDC proposed by Pinheiro and Bianchini migrates frequently accessed data to a subset of disks in a disk array [18] . Fig. 5 demonstrates the basic idea behind PDC: the most popular files are stored in the far left disk, while the least popular files are stored in the far right disk. PDC relies on file popularity and migration to conserve energy in disk arrays, because The main difference between MAID and PDC is that MAID makes data replicas on cache disks, whereas PDC lays data out across disk arrays without generating any replicas. If one of the cache disks fails in MAID, files residing in the failed cache disks can be found in the corresponding data disks. In contrast, any failed disk in PDC can inevitably lead to data loss. Although PDC tends to have lower reliability than MAID, PDC does not need to trade disk capacity for improved energy efficiency and I/O performance.
B. Improving Reliability of PDC via Disk Swapping
Compared with disks storing popular files (hereinafter referred to as popular disks), disks archiving non-popular files tend to have lower failure rates because the utilization of popular disks is significantly higher than that of non-popular disks. In other words, popular disks have high chance of staying active serving I/O requests that access popular files, whereas non-popular disks are likely to be placed in the standby mode to conserve energy. Frequently repairing failed popular disks results in the following two adverse impacts. First, replacing failed hard drives with new ones can increase the overall hardware maintenance cost in PDC. Second, restoring disk data objects incurs extra energy overhead, thereby reducing the energy efficiency of PDC. To address these two problems of frequent repairing popular disks, we developed two disk-swapping strategies to improve the reliability of popular disks in PDC. Fig. 6 shows the first disk-swapping strategy tailored for PDC. In this strategy called PDC-Swap1, the most popular disk is swapped with the least popular disk; the second most popular one is swapped with the second least popular disk; and the ith most popular disk is swapped with the ith least popular disk. Although the PDCSwap1 is a straightforward approach, it does not necessarily lead to a balanced failure rates across all the disks in PDC. This is mainly because the graphs of AFR-utilization functions (see, for example, the ith most popular disk is swapped with another disk with the ith lowest annual failure rate. To solve the above potential problems of PDC-Swap1, we proposed a second disk-swapping strategy in PDC. Fig. 7 outlines the basic idea of the second disk-swapping strategy called PDC-Swap2, which attempts to switch the most popular disk with the one with the lowest AFR. In general, PDC-Swap2 switches the ith most popular disk with another disk with the ith lowest AFR. The PDC-Swap2 strategy guarantees that after each swapping procedure, disks with low failure rates start serving as popular disks. Unlike PDC-Swap1, PDC-Swap2 can substantially improve the reliability of PDC by balancing the failure rates across all the popular and non-popular disks.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
We developed a simulator to validate the reliability models for MAID and PDC. It might be unfair to compare the reliability of MAID and PDC using the same number of disks, since MAID trades extra cache disks for high energy efficiency. To make fair comparison, we considered two system configurations for MAID. The first configuration referred to as MAID-1 employs existing disks in a parallel disk system as cache disks to store frequently accessed data. Thus, the first configuration of MAID improves energy efficiency of the parallel disk system at the cost of capacity. In contrast, the second configuration-called MAID-2-needs extra disks to be added to the disk system to serve as cache disks.
Our experiments were started by evaluating the reliability of PDC as well as MAID-1 and MAID-2. Then, we studied the reliability impacts of the proposed disk-swapping strategies on both PDC and MAID. We simulated PDC, MAID-1, and MAID-2 along with the disk-swapping strategies in two parallel disk systems described in Table I . For the MAID-1 configuration, there are 5 cache disks and 15 data disks. In the disk system for the MAID-2 configuration, there are 5 cache disks and 20 data disks. As for the case of PDC, we fixed the number of disks to 20. Thus, we studied MAID-2 and PDC using a parallel disk system with 20 disks; we used a similar disk system with totally 25 disks to investigate MAID-1. We varied the file access rate in the range between 0 to 10 6 times per month. The average file size considered in our experiments is 300KB. The base operating temperature is set to 35
• C. In this study, we focused on read-only workload. Nevertheless, the MINT model should be readily extended to capture the characteristics of read/write workloads. 
B. PDC and MAID without Disk Swapping
Let us first examine the reliability of PDC, MAID-1, and MAID-2 in which the disk-swapping strategies are not incorporated. Fig. 8 shows the utilization as a function of file access rate. Fig. 8 indicates that PDC's utilization is faster than those of MAID-1 and MAID-2, since the utilization of PDC quickly approaches to 90%. The main reason is that under dynamic I/O workload conditions, PDC needs to spend time in migrating data between popular and non-popular disks. Unlike PDC, MAID is not very sensitive to dynamically changing workloads. Interestingly, the utilization of MAID-1 grows faster than that of MAID-2, because MAID-2 has five more disks compared to MAID-1.
Recall that disk utilization is one important reliability-affecting factor. Fig. 9 shows that the annual failure rates (AFR) of PDC, MAID-1, and MAID-2 are changing in accordance with disk utilization. We observe from Fig. 9 that the AFR value of PDC keeps increasing from 5.6% to 8.3% when the file access rate is larger than 15 * 10 3 times/month. We attribute this trend to high disk utilization due to data migrations. More interestingly, if the file access rate is lower than 15*10 3 , AFR of PDC slightly reduces from 5.9% to 5.6% when the access rate is increased from 5 * 10 3 to 1.5 * 10 4 . This result can be explained by the nature of the utilization function that is concave rather than linear. The concave nature of the utilization function is consistent with the empirical results reported in [21] . When the file access rate 1.5 * 10 4 , the disk utilization is approximately 50%, which is the turning point of the AFR-utilization function.
The AFR value of MAID continues decreasing from 6.3% to 5.8% with the increasing file access rate. This declining trend can be explained by two reasons. First, increasing the file access rates reduces the number of power-state transitions. Second, the disk utilization is close to 40%, which is in the declining part of the AFR-utilization function. When the access rate keeps increasing to 10 6 times/month, one important observation from Fig. 9 is that when access rate is higher than 7 * 10 5 , AFR of MAID-1 is getting higher than that of MAID-2. This trend is reasonable because MAID-1's disk utilization keeps rising up over 60% (see Fig. 8 ) when access rate is higher than 7 * 10 5 . According to Fig. 2 , AFRs stop rising after utilization becomes higher than 60%. Hence, we can conclude that after access rate hit 9 * 10 5 times/month, AFR of MAID-2 is expected to stop increasing.
C. Preliminary Results of the Disk-Swapping Strategies
A key issue of the disk-swapping strategies is to determine circumstances under which disks should be swapped in order to improve disk system reliability. One straightforward way to address this issue is to periodically initiate the disk-swapping process. For example, we can swap disks in MAID and PDC once every year. Periodically swapping disks, however, might not always enhance the reliability of parallel disk systems. For instance, swapping disks under very light workloads cannot substantially improve disk system reliability. In some extreme cases, swapping disks under light workload may worsen disk reliability due to overhead of swapping. As such, our disk-swapping strategies do not periodically swap disks. Rather, the disk-swapping process is initiated when the average I/O access rates exceed a threshold. In our experiments, we evaluated the impact of this access-rate threshold on the reliability of a parallel disk system. More specifically, the threshold is set to 2 * 10 5 , 5 * 10 5 , and 8 * 10 5 times/month, respectively. These three values are representative values for the threshold because when the access rate hits 5 * 10 5 , the disk utilization lies in the range between 80% and 90% (see Fig. 8 ), which in turn ensures that AFR increases with the increasing value of utilization (see Fig. 2 ).
Figs. 10, 11, and 12 reveal the annual failure rates (AFR) of MAID-1 and MAID-2 with and without using the proposed disk-swapping , and 12 show that for both MAID-1 and MAID-2, the disk-swapping process reduces the reliability of data disks in the disk system. We attribute the reliability degradation to the following reasons. MAID-1 and MAID-2 only store replicas of popular data; the reliability of the entire disk system is not affected by failures of cache disks. The diskswapping processes increase the average utilization of data disks, thereby increasing the AFR values of data disks. Nevertheless, the disk-swapping strategy has its own unique advantage. Disk swapping is intended to reduce hardware maintenance cost by increasing the We also observed from Figs. 10, 11, and 12 that for the MAIDbased disk system with the disk-swapping strategy, a small threshold leads to a low AFR. Compared with the other two thresholds, the 2 * 10 5 threshold results in the lower AFR. The reason is that when the access rate is 2 * 10 5 No./month, the disk utilization is around 35% (see Fig.8 ), which lies in the monotone decreasing area of the curve shown in Fig. 2 . Thus, disk swapping reduces AFR for a while until the disk utilization reaches 60%. Figs. 13, 14, and 15 show the AFR values of the parallel disk system where the PDC-Swap1 and PDC-Swap2 strategies are employed. For comparison purpose, we also examined AFRs of the same disk without using any disk-swapping strategy. The results plotted in Figs. 13, 14 , and 15 indicate that the PDC-Swap1 and PDC-Swap2 strategies noticeably improve the reliability of the PDCbased parallel disk system by reducing the annual failure rate of the system. After comparing the three PDC-based disk systems, we observed that disk swapping reduces AFRs by nearly 5%. Compared with PDC-Swap1 strategy, PDC-Swap2 improves the reliability of the PDC-based system in a more efficient way. PDC-Swap2 is better than PDC-Swap1 because of the following reasons. First, PDC-Swap1 simply switches the most popular disks with the least popular disks whereas PDC-Swap2 swaps the most popular disks with the ones that have the least AFR values (see Section V-C). Second, low utilization does not necessarily lead to a low AFR value due to the U-shaped curve appeared in Fig. 2 . Third, the least popular disks may not be the ones with the lowest AFR value, meaning that PDC-Swap1 cannot guarantee that the popular disks are always swapped with the disks with the lowest AFRs.
After comparing the results presented in Figs. 13, 14, and 15, we observe that the improvement in reliability is sensitive to the threshold. More specifically, an increased threshold can give rise to the increase in the reliability improvement. This phenomenon can be explained as follows. After the disk swapping process, the utilization of the most popular disk is reduced down to one with the lowest AFR of the entire parallel disk system. A higher threshold implies a larger utilization discrepancy between the pair of swapped disks. Importantly, regardless of the threshold value, AFR of the disk system continues increasing at a slow pace with the increasing value of access rate. This trend indicates that after each disk swapping, the utilizations of those disks with low AFRs are likely to be kept at a high level, which in turn leads to an increasing AFR of the entire disk system.
VI. RELATED WORK
A hard disk drive (HDD) is a complex dynamic system made up of various electrical, electronic, and mechanical components [22] . An array of techniques were developed to save energy in single HDDs. Energy dissipation in disk drives can be reduced at the I/O level (e.g., dynamic power management [23] [7] and multispeed disks [6] ), the operating system level (e.g., power-aware caching/prefetching [9] [16]), and the application level (e.g. software DMP [24] and cooperative I/O [25] ). Existing energy-saving techniques for parallel disk systems often rely on one of the two basic ideas -power management and workload skew. Power management schemes conserve energy by turning disks into standby after a period of idle time. Although multi-speed disks are not widely adopted in storage systems, power management has been successfully extended to address the energy-saving issues in multi-speed disks [6] [15] [26] . The basic idea of workload skew is to concentrate I/O workloads from a large number of parallel disks into a small subset of disks allowing other disks to be placed in the standby mode [18] [17] [27] [28] .
Recent studies show that both power management and workload skew schemes inherently impose adverse impacts on disk systems [3] [4] . For example, the power management schemes are likely to result in a huge number of disk spin-downs and spin-ups that can significantly reduce hard disk lifetime. The workload skew techniques dynamically migrates frequently accessed data to a subset of disks [29] [30], which inherently have higher risk of breaking down than other disks usually being kept on standby. Disks that store popular data tend to have high failure rates due to extremely unbalanced workload. Thus, the popular data disks have a strong likelihood to become reliability bottleneck. The design of our MINT is orthogonal to the aforementioned energy saving studies, because MINT is focused on reliability impacts of the power management and workload skew schemes in parallel disks.
A malfunction of any components in a hard disk drive could lead to a failure of the disk. Reliability-one of the key characteristics of disks-can be measured in terms of mean-time-between-failure (MTBF). Disk manufacturers usually investigate MTBFs of disks either by laboratory testing or mathematical modeling. Although disk drive manufacturers claim that MTBF of most disks is more than 1 million hours [31] , users have experienced a much lower MTBF from their field data [20] . More importantly, it is challenging to measure MTBF because of a wide range of contributing factors including disk age, utilization, temperature, and power-state transition frequency [20] .
A handful of reliability models have been successfully developed for storage systems. For example, Pâris et. al investigated an approach to computing both average failure rate and mean time to failure in distributed storage systems [32] ; Elerath and Pecht proposed a flexible model for estimating reliability of RAID storage [33] ; and Xin et. al developed a model to study disk infant mortality [34] . Unlike these reliability models tailored for conventional parallel and distributed disk systems, our MINT model pays special attention to reliability of parallel disk systems coupled with energy-saving mechanisms.
Very recently, Xie and Sun developed an empirical reliability model called PRESS (Predictor of Reliability for Energy Saving Schemes) [4] . The PRESS model can be used to estimate reliability of an entire disk array [4] . To fully leverage PRESS to study the reliability of disk arrays, one has to properly simulate the disk arrays. Our MINT approach differs itself from PRESS in the sense that the goal of MINT is to evaluate reliability of disk systems by modeling the behavior of parallel disks where energy conservation mechanisms are integrated.
Swapping mechanisms have been thoroughly studied in the arena of memory and file systems. For example, Paul et. al developed an efficient virtual memory swapping system -called LocalSwap -to improve performance of clusters [35] ; Plank addressed the issue of checkpoint placement and its impact on the performance of the PVM platform [36] ; Pei and Edward investigated the performance of a file system based on the LRU-SP(Least-Recently-Used with Swapping ) policy [37] . Our disk swapping approaches are fundamentally different from the aforementioned swapping mechanisms in the sense that the goal of disk swapping is to improve the reliability of energyefficient parallel disk systems by balancing the failure rates of parallel disks.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a reliability model to quantitatively study the reliability of energy-efficient parallel disk systems equipped with the Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID) technique and the Popular Disk Concentration (PDC) technique. Note that MAID and PDC are two effective energy-saving schemes for parallel disk systems. MAID and PDC aim to skew I/O load towards a few disks so that other disks can be transitioned to low power states to conserve energy. I/O load skewing techniques like MAID and PDC inherently affect reliability of parallel disks because disks storing popular data tend to have high failure rates than disks storing cold data. To address the reliability issue in MAID and PDC, we developed disk-swapping strategies to improve disk reliability by alternating disks storing hot data with disks holding cold data. Additionally, we quantitatively evaluate the impacts of the disk-swapping strategies on reliability of MAID-based and PDC-based parallel disk systems. We demonstrate that the disk-swapping strategies not only can increase the lifetime of cache disks in MAID-based parallel disk systems, but also can significantly improve reliability of PDC-based parallel disk systems.
Future directions of this research can be performed in the following. First, we will extend the MINT model to investigate mixed read/write workloads in the future. Second, we will investigate a fundamental trade-off between reliability and energy-efficiency in the context of energy-efficient disk arrays. A tradeoff curve will be used as a unified framework to justify whether or not it is worth trading reliability for high energy efficiency. Third, we will study the most appropriate conditions under which disk-swapping processes should be initiated. Last, we will develop a multi-swapping mechanism that aims at balancing the utilization of each disk in a parallel disk system to maintain the failure rate the disk system at a low level.
